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collinlator to measure the angle generated upon rotation 
of the prism, the autocollirnator may be certified as be- 
ins accurate to a degree far exceeding that obtainable by 
rresent techniques. 
The nature of the present invention will become ap- 
parent from the following description taken with the ac- 
companying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view of the opttcril system 
Gt. el. 6618,11/27 ' employed in the practice of the present invintion show- 
US. CI. 350-285 6 Claims in2 the prism in its original or reference position; and 
FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. I but showing the 
prism rotated away from its reference position. 
ABSTERACT OF TEEZ DHSCZOSURE The preferred form of the optical sysienl employed in 
A method for generating ultra-precise angles employ- thc practice of the present invention is shown in Ihe 
ing a rotatably supported triangular prism and a fixed 15 figures as including a triangular prisna 10, and a mir- 
positior~ light refleclii:g mirror adapted, when the prism ror 15. The rotational position of prism 10 may be 
is in a reference position, to reflect as a parallel return monitored by any suitable means, such as an auto- 
ray a given ray of n~onochromatic light incident upon collimator 20. 
the prism. Upon rotation of the prism through a moni- Prism 10 is adapted to be n~ounted on a suitable srrp- 
torcd angular displacement about an axis parallel to 20 port, not shown, for rotation in opposite directions, as 
the prism refracting surfaces, there is generated an angle indicated by arrows 25, from an original or reference 
d,sfined by the resultant angular displacement of the re- position indicated in FIG. 1. It  will be apparent that 
flected return ray with respect to the incident ray; the the rotational axis of prism 10 is arranged parallel to 
angle thus generated being substantially smaller than the prism refracting surfaces B B  and 12 and base 13. Prefer- 
monitored angular displacement of the prism, whereby 25 ably, prism base 93 is silvered to provide a w%tectir?g 
significai~tly reducing any error introduced in determin- surface for the reason to become apparent and llie 
ing the value of the generated angle due to error en- rotational position of the prism with respecl lo its refer- 
countered in monitoring prism rotation. h g l e s  t1111s ence position is made repeatable in ir~cren~ents of 0.1 
generated have particular utility in testing and calibrat- arc second by any suitable adjusting mca?rs, not shown. 
ing of body rotation monitoring devices, such as auto- Mirror 15 is preferably a plane mirror and rigidly 
collimators. mounted on a suitable solid base, not shown, in a posi- 
tion fixed relative to the reference position ~f prism PO. 
It will be understood that the fixed position of mirror 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 15 is chosen so that with prism I0  fii its reEerence posi- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 35 tion. a minimum deviatcd ray of monoclnvorna~icnl light 
nlanufactured and used by or for the Government for travelling along the path indicated as 4. 2. 3 will be rc- 
governmental purposes without the payment of any flected by mirror 95 back upon itself as the return ray 
royalties thereon of therefor. traveling along the parallel path indicated as 4. 5 .  6. 
The present invention has particular utility in testing For the purpose of reference, it wili be fu--lher under- 
or calibration of optical instruments, such as autocolli- 40 stood, by referring to FIG. 1, that when n ~ i ~ r o r  15 is In 
mators adapted to obtain extremely accurate measure- fixed position, it forms an acute angle W E &  a reference 
ments of rotational displacemeiit of a body about an X axis, which, by system geometery, is determined to be 
axis normal to the line of sight between the autocoili- 
mator and the body. In general, aulocoliimaiors include go0+ g-vlu 
either a white or aofiochro~natic reference light source, 
means to collin2ate light rays from the source on a body 45 where a is the prism angle and (bl0 is the angle a given ia- 
to be investigated and means ;o sense the anprlar dis- cident ray of monochromatic light 1 forms with prism 
placement between the collimated rays and those re- refracting surface 11, resulting in a mininilrn angle of  
fiected from the body. For numerous applications it has deviation between incident rap 1 and emergcint 
h e n  found dejirable to certify the accuracy 0: the angle ray 3; incident ray 1 in tui= forming an acute angle 
measuring instruments lo a degree far exceeding pIcis 50 




In the practice of the present invention, there is em- ~vith the reference X axis. 
ployed a simple optical system including a rotatably sup- 55 . W e n  employing autocollimator 20 lo sense the rota- 
ported tri~ngular prisn: and a plane mirror which is fixed tlonal position of prism 10, the former may be initially 
in position with respect to a reference position of !he autocolIimated off the reflective base 13 of prism $0, 
prism. The fixed psi t ion of the mirror, which can be when in its referenced position? and thereafter locked 
determined analytically: is such that when a given ray against further motion. Alternatively, otilcr visual or 
incident on the prism undergoes minimum deviation on electrical teclmiques may be employed to lalonitor rot;- 
passiilg therethrough, such ray is reflected by the mirror '' &nal position of prism 140, and as long as their degree 
as a return ray travelling along a aaih parallel to the of accuracy is no greater than between 10 and 100 timcs 
incident ray. Then by rotating the prism throcgh a meas- poorer than the angle to be generated, which will be 
ured angle about at1 axis arranged normal to the incident more fully hereinafter discussed. 
ray and parallel to the refracting surfaces of the prism, By use of the present invention, an autocoiiimator 30 
the return ray is displaced from Ih!: incident ray so as may be tested by positioning such autocollirnator, ;IS 
to generate r n  angle, which, as can be demonstrated, indicated in FIG. 1, whereafter it is autocollimated via 
may bz bctv~een 100 1000 times more accurate than prism 18 off the mirror 15 and locked in position. The 
the angular rolalio~l of the prism as measured by present optical axis of autocollimator 30 is thus disposed parallel 
techniques. By positlo~ing the optical axis of an auto- to reference incident ray 1 and the return ray 6 emerging 
collimator to be test-d or calibrated parallel to the in- from prism refracting surface 11. The autocollirnator 1:o 
cident ray path and thereafter employiilg such auto- be tested may be either of the type generating Iigbt having 
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the same wavelength as the reference incident ray 1 em- whereby the incidence angle of ray 4' on refracting sur- 
ployed in determining the fixed position of mirror 15, or face 12 of the prism is 
having a white light source, in which case an appropriate 
filter is provided between the autocoll'imator and the vza=2 (~20-8)-va1 
prism. Alternatively, triangular prism 10 may be replaced From Snell's laws 
by an achromatic wedge to accomodate white light source n sin cpll=n' sin qfll 
type autocollimators without need of employing a sepa- (7) 
n' sin 9'al=n sin vzl rate filter. 5 
With the elements of the apparatus arranged in the and 
manner described, prism 10 may be rotated, as indicated 
in FIG. 2, away from its reference position through an plll=sin-l (3 sin Pll) 
angle of +@, as measured by reference autocollimator 20, (8) 
to generate an angle for the purpose of determining the 
accuracy of the autocollimator under test, i.e. its ability = sin-1 ($ sin PtSl) (9) 
to measure the angle A defined by incident and a 15 Since from system geometry v>l=Q-vfll we obtain 
return ray 6'. 
9t will be understood that upon a rotational displace- from Equation 8 that 
ment of prism 10 from its reference position, in which it 
lhas a predetermined orientation with respect to mirror 15, 
the paths of travel of the incident and return rays will 
:be di_splaced both with respect to the minimum deviation 
ray and reflected ray paths 1-6, and with respect to 
*each other as indicated in FIG. 2 at 1, 2', 3' and a', 5', 6', 
.respectively. 
The value of the generated angle A, as sensed by 
autocollimator 30 under test, is then compared with the 
calculated value of A, which is determined by the sensed 
value of @ in the manner set forth below. 
The value of the angle A generated by a p rotation of 
prism 10 may be calculated as follows: 
The angle of minimum deviation, of emergency 
ray 3 with respect to incident ray 1 when prism 10 is in 
i t s  reference ~osition. is first determined bv the standard 
geometric equation: ' 
sin % (6 mim + a) 
nl= (12) -sin sa 
20 and from Equation 6 that 
pt.=a-sin-1 [(; sin (qqo+p)] (10) 
From Equations 9 and 10 we obtain the angle of 
25 refraction of ray 3' as 
~ 2 1  =sin+ sin {a -sin-1 [$ sin ( Pl0 + @)I}] 
(11) 
30 Since vlo=pzo, we obtain the angle of incidence of 
ray 4' from Equations 7 and 11 as 
PZZ= 2 (910- @) -sin-' 
sin {.- sin-1 [$ sin (no + B ) ] R  
where a=prism angle; n'=refractive index of the prism; Again from Snell's laws, 
and n=refractive index of the atmosphere surrounding the n sin va=n' sin p'za prism. 40 
n' sin vIla=n sin v12 
(2) and 
By system geometry it can be shown that ptz,=sin-1 ((; sin vZ2) (13) 
~=v loSvzo-~  (3) 45 
and that at minimum deviation the incidence and refrac- p~z=sin-l ($ sin Ptlz) 
tion angles and 920 of rays 1 and 3, respectively, are (14) 
equal: Since by system geometry cp'12=~-p'az, we obtain 
from Equations 13 and 14 the angle of refraotion of 6m,m + a :. qlo = PzO = -2- 50 ray 6' (4) 
and from Equation 2 MZ = sin-l sin [. - sin-1 ($ sin P~~)]} ( ) 
,o=,=sin-l (f sin xu) The value of A may now be determined for a given 
( 5 )  55 monitored p rotation of prism 10 by system geometry as 
Having determined vlo, and knowing the values of A=vll-vlz 
a, n, and n', the fixed position of the mirror with respect (16) 
to the reference X axis is determined as mentioned above. and from Equation l6 
Now, upon rotation of the prism, e.g. clockwise through 60 A=PIO-~-@-P~Z (17) 
an angle monitored as +-a the incidence ray 1 will strike Knowing constants n, and a and having monitored the prism at a new angle of incidence determined by: 
angle @, Equation 17 may now be solved by substitution 
to1l=vlof 8 ( 6 )  from Equations 5,12 and 15. 
~~~~~~~~i~~ that upon rotation of the prism through For purposes of illustration, if nominal 'values of 
an of +p emergent ray 31 deviates from incident 65 n=l;  n'=1.5 and u = l o  are assumed, incident ray 1 is 
ray 1 by an angle 8, and strikes the mirror at an angle of light having a of the line of 
incidence and that reflected ray 4' forms with incidence (5893 A*), and the prism is rotated through an angle of 
ray 3t an angle of 2e, due to fie doubling eRed of the j3=+100 arc seconds, the value of A generated is found 
mirror, it can be shown by system geometry that: to be slightly less than 2 arc seconds. By the proper choice 
70 of system parameters, the value of A to be measured by 
e=vzl-t- 8-(~ao the autocollimator under test may be diminished to a 
and that value of +$OOp or less. 
P21+ PZZ 
Thus it will be seen that an error introduced by refer- 
e=-- 
2 ence autocollimator 20 in measuring the angle P may 75 be demagnified by a factor equal to or greater than 100; 
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as viewed by autocollimator 30 under test. Consequently, parallel to said given incident ray; placing the instrument 
by utilization of the present invention it is now possible to be tested in a position to detect and measure any 
to certify generating and monitoring devices to an accu- angular displacement of said return ray with respect to 
racy greater than that obtainable by present art methods said incident ray; rotating said prism with respect lo said 
employed in calibrating the autocollimators. 5 reflecting means and said instrument about an axis per- The deviation of the return beam to the autocollimator pendicular to the line of sight from said instrument to 
under test, due to rotation of the prism from its minimum said prism to produce a return ray disposed at an angle 
deviation or reference position, is not a linear function to said incident ray; monitoring the angular displacement 
of j3, and thus it is desirable in practice to provide calibra- of said prism with respect to said reAecting nleaas and 
tion curves to facilitate an accurate determination of the said instrument to analytically determine said angle; 
angle generated. measuring said angle directly by said instrument; and 
While the present invention has been described with comparing said determined angle with said measuied 
reference to its use in accurately testing autocollimators, angle. 
it is not so limited in application, since it may be em- 4. A method according to claim 3, including the further 
ployed to generate a return ray, displaced by known 1 j step of: producing said given incident ray by providiitg 
amounts from the line of sight to a light source which an appropriate filter between said prism and said instau- 
is separate from a light receiver. Having described only ment which includes a white light source. 
one embodiment of the present invention, various modi- 5. A device for generating ultra-precise angles cornpris- 
fications thereof will become apparent to those skilled ing a prism having two refracting surfaces and a base, 
in the art, and thus I wish to be limited only by the scope 20 a light source for projecting an incident ray upon one 
of appendent claims. of said two refracting surfaces, said prism being rotar- 
I claim: able from a reference position about an axis arranged 
1. A method of generating ultra-precise angles includ- normal to said incident ray and parallel to said refract- 
ing the steps of: passing a given incident ray of light ing surfaces, said prism in said references position having 
through a light transmitting prism arranged in a refer- 25 a reference axis bisecting said base and the angle oppo- 
ence position within an optical system; reflecting said site said base, and a mirror fixed in position with respect 
given incident ray as a first return ray emerging from to said reference axis to  form an angle therewith equal 
said prism along a path parallel to said given incident to the angle of said incident ray as measured from a line 
ray when said prism is in said reference position; rotating perpendicular to said reference axis. 
said prism to a position away from said reference posi- 30 6. The device of claim 5 wherein said minor is d ~ s -  
tion about an axis arranged normal to said incident ray placed from said prism such that said incident ray upon 
and parallel to the refracting surfaces of said prism; being passed by said prism impinges thereon and is 
passing said given incident ray of light through said reflected thereby toward and back through said prism,. 
prism; reflecting said given incident ray as a second 
return ray emerging from said prism, whereby the angle 35 References Cited 
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